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Gafur Gulam has a special place in the uzbek national literature. Similarly, the writer O. Henry plays an 

important role in American literature. Both writers tried to test their strength in all genres of literature in 

order to reflect the demands of life, the socio-political changes taking place in society on a larger scale. 

As a result, because of this courage and bravery, they are able to present their stories to a wider 

audience, which can compete with the stories of other nations. 

As writers express reality in words, the reader imagines it clearly and directly. This is because writers 

gradually reveal the signs and characteristics of the events they are narrating with clear and purposeful 

words. 

The means by which the language of a work of art is vivid and figurative are called the means of artistic 

language. As we analyze Gafur Gulam's “My thief child” and O. Henry's “Soulmates” we find many of 

the writers' artistic means used. In particular, he made effective use of artistic means, such as quality, 

analogy. 

Both Gafur Gulam and O. Henry used the art of description. These are phrases used to describe certain 

characteristics of an event, object, or character. To give students an idea of an object or situation, the 

author highlights and notes a feature of his or her subject matter. As a result, "qualification" occurs. In 

Gafur Gulam's story “my thief child”, “old woman”, “black grandmother” [3.1], “life is harder than 

stone”, “a spoonful of water is hard for a wolf” [3.2], “the child also drinks soup in a porcelain bowl 

with a byte on the edge ”[3.3]. 

Similarly, in O. Henry's story “Soulmates” we encounter adjectives such as “a long nose and protruding 

cheeks”, “a hard, calm thief who is not inclined to fly” [4.8], “He did not wear a mask, a mysterious 

lantern nor did he have rubber-soled shoes on his feet. Instead, he has a thirty-eighth revolver in his 

hand, chewing mint gum thoughtfully”[4.12],, “ Thieves of the third category do not speak with a 

whistle”[4.13], He had a long, dagger-shaped, chestnut and gray beard” [4.15]. 

There are two types of adjectives: simple and permanent. Simple adjectives are always used as a 

tradition, expressing transient signs, permanent adjectives of things or events. That is why constant 
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qualities are so common in folklore. For example, not ordinary birds, but like birds of prey. Adjectives 

can consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. 

There is one more thing to keep in mind when looking at adjectives in literary language. Any identifier 

used in a work of art cannot be an adjective. The author uses some determinants not only to describe 

events and objects, to express their attitude to them, but also to express them clearly. 

The writer likens the image to something else, something that is usually known to the student, in order 

to give the student an idea of the object. 

Modeling is a simple form of transfer. It is like comparing one characteristic of an object with another. 

For analogy, authors often use the direct similarity of similar objects, -or -as,-like, the suffix -same, as 

if, as it were. 

The analogy is as common in prose as in poetry and in live speech. Writers and poets use analogies as a 

means of expressing their ideas, describing natural phenomena, and creating images. For example, in 

the story “My thief child”, “my grandmother is as black as a sparrow” [3.1], “bird's sleep” [3.2], “life is 

harder than stone”, “bread is like a camel's eye” [3.3], “each of them has two donkeys , have three dogs. 

These dogs howl for a week if a butterfly passes through the yard”. [3.3]. 

Similarly, in O. Henry's story of “Soulmates”, “he would have pierced you” [4.15], “he stared in 

embarrassment at the man in bed” [4.15]., “if all the snakes I had anointed stretched into chainsfrom, 

there it reaches Saturn eight times”[4.18], “miraculous walnut and pine needle oil” [4.19]. and so on. 

Analogy is used in a work of art in connection with adjectives, metaphors, rhetoric, and other artistic 

means. 

Gafur Gulam's story "My thief child" depicts important features of the people's character in the image 

of a thief and a black grandmother, and the story itself is imbued with a deep nationalist spirit. Under 

the pretext of this style, the writer shows the half-cup under the bowl, the difficulties in the life of the 

people due to the war. Even in such a difficult situation, he describes the spirit of the people, their thirst 

for the pleasures of life, their confidence in the good, their hope for the future. By describing the hero's 

rural-rural, house-to-house travels, the writer gives a broad picture of the people's life, way of life, 

psyche, thoughts, dreams and hopes; from the satiety of the rich to the silken house, to the beauties that 

are not alien to human nature; shows the qualities of honesty, conscientiousness, humanity in poor, 

impoverished households. [1.56]. For example, if we look at the following sentences: “Look at this, a 

thief has broken into our house. In a world where there are people who destroy us as human beings too? 

The next day I bragged to my friends, “A thief has come to our house. It can be said with pride. But do 

they believe? ”“ What can I earn? The market for all professions is stagnant.Dad, do I make shoes? ”“ 

Yes, these orphans have something on their foreheads. Well, now ask yourself. After all, out of 

reluctance, you have set out on this filthy path. Can't you go to the richer people? ” “Can I go down to 

the rich man's house? They're eight stories high and the doors are made of iron”, “No, Grandma," said 

the thief. when the day shines, you will recognize me. I haven't wiped my face too much, I'm worried, 

I'm not ashamed”, “Take something”,“ No, no, Grandma, don't mean anything. These days are also 

forgotten. Larger families will congregate. Even this pot remains small. Let him command those 

orphans. Let's play and serve at their weddings. ” [3.4]. 

O. Henry's story “Soulmates” also reflects the important characters of humanity in the images of thieves 

and thugs, and the story itself is imbued with a deep human spirit. Under the pretext of this style, the 

writer shows the half-cup under the bowl, the difficulties in human life. [7.85]. Even in such a difficult 

situation, it depicts the sharpness and joy of the human soul, the thirst for the pleasures of life, the 

confidence in the good, the hope for the future. By describing the advice recommended by the 

protagonist, the writer gives a broad picture of human life, lifestyle, psyche, thoughts, dreams and 

hopes; beauties that are not alien to human nature; shows the qualities of honesty, conscientiousness, 

humanity. “You know, you're lucky - we're old friends with rheumatism. And also on the left. If you 
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hadn't raised your left arm, whoever was in my place would have pierced you.”, “When does it bother 

you the most, morning or night? ”, “When you're in the swampy districts, when the tear-jerking 

melodrama is put on, the moisture shocks your shoulders so much that it starts to tremble like a tooth” , 

“I'm afraid Thomas is already asleep and ...”, “It's all right, said the thief. I'll help you get dressed”, 

“The thief grabbed him by the sleeve”, “All right, let's go,” he said rudely. “Stop it.” I invite you. 

Enough for a drink. Have you ever tried miracle walnut and pine needle oil? ” [4.19]. 

Man is a child of nature. It grows, matures, matures in its bosom. The scenes of nature play a role in the 

artist's ability to find and reflect the subtleties of the human heart. And this method will only benefit 

literature if each artist uses it effectively based on his talent. Gafur Gulam, as a great talent, used the 

landscapes of these works correctly and wisely. 

While creating images and landscapes through literary language, the writer chooses words and phrases 

that reveal their essence, uses words of his own and portable meaning, their meaning, form, 

contradiction zero words, makes effective use of the vernacular construction methods of the vernacular, 

and so on. This, in turn, led to the reader's interest in the author's works. 
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